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Abstract 

Remote Access Trojan played a prominent role in many targeted cyber incidents throughout history. Due to 

its stealthy nature and complex functionalities, it serves as a convenient attack tool which can be used by almost 

anyone and has caused concerns for the Forensic Investigators throughout the world. The purpose of this study is 

to analyze one of the attack tools that can be used in an Advance Persistent Threat (APT), a Remote Access Trojan 

(RAT). By setting a RAT in a controlled lab environment and simulate an attack to another machine, we will analyze 

its behaviour, examine its features and functionalities, and consider the role that it can play in a targeted attack or 

APT. The findings of this experiment shows that RAT relies in the user’s interaction in order to gain access to its 

targets. RAT can be used to gain the entry point to the target computer, reconnaissance, strengthen the attacker’s 

foothold in the target computer's network, or causing an actual damage to the target computer. By becoming 

aware of the magnitude of the damage that the criminal can do, we would devise a recommendation to mitigate 

the risk for such an attack. Without knowing the enemies, it would not be possible to plan for any defence. 

Introduction 

To facilitate the discussion of this proposal, the terms of Advance Persistent Threat and Remote Access 

Trojan have to be defined. Advance Persistent Threat or commonly known as APT, is a type of advanced targeted 

attack that uses a wide variety of techniques, such as spyware, malware, or phishing, among others. Unlike other 

regular malware attacks, APT uses a set of customized tools and techniques in order to achieve a specific 

purpose(s), such as stealing data, information, or cause specific damage. The characteristic of APT is usually low 

and slow in order to avoid detection and typically occurs over a long period of time. 

Remote Access Trojans or simply known as RATs, are often legitimized as Remote Access Tools or Remote 

Administration Tools, are a type of malware that would provide capability to gain access to a remote computer 

without the owner's knowledge and are stealthy in nature. They typically hides in other legitimate processes, 

encrypted, and usually triggered by deceiving the user to download, run, or open specific application or file. Unlike 

RATs, legitimate Remote Administration Tools are often used by Systems Administrators to manage their assets 

remotely. They are not stealthy, as they typically ask for user’s permission, show the process name in the task 

manager, or by displaying other visible hints to the user such as an icon on the system tray.  

This study covers and discusses the significance of Remote Access Trojan as one of the tools used in a cyber-

attack, and what is the role that it can play in a well-planned targeted attack.  

Background 

Out of all malware and spyware, Remote Access Trojans are arguably one of the most dangerous type of 

malware. RATs can steal data and personal information, delete and modify files, harass users, and install other 

malware or backdoor on the victim computer. However, RATs also have the capability to remote control the 

victim's computer and capture the content of the user's screen, keyboard, microphone, and even webcam. 

Furthermore, if set up properly, RATs are very hard to detect as it can hide itself behind other legitimate programs 

or processes and less likely to be detected by antivirus software. Due to the wide varieties of features that RAT 

offers and its stealthy behaviour, RAT is an ideal medium to caries an APT. Even though that RAT is just one of the 

arsenals that adversaries can use to carries APT, understanding the anatomy of RAT is important to prepare us 

better against any possible intrusions.  

Literature Review 

With the continues reliance of computers and mobile devices in the way we communicate, getting 

information, and doing business, our devices are perfect targets by adversaries to steal information, data, or even 

being used as a Bot that will be used to construct another attack. In 2014 alone, Kaspersky Lab Products has 

detected and neutralized a total of 6,167,233,068 threats, which were conducted from 9,766,119 unique hosts and 

using 123,054,503 unique malicious objects, including scripts, exploits and executable (Kaspersky Lab, 2014). In 

comparison, in 2013 Kaspersky Lab Products neutralized 5,188,740,551 threats (Kaspersky Lab, 2013), which 

means that there is approximately a 20% increase within a year. This data is only gathered by a single antivirus 
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company, while the data of other users that uses different antivirus product wasn’t collected in Kaspersky Lab 

reports. 

The scariest part, however, is that the antivirus that we relies on may not be sufficient in detecting 

unknown threats. Advanced Persistent Threat, as an example, is a type of sophisticated attack that is customized 

for specific objectives and usually last for a long period of time. They are typically unique thus their attack 

signature would not be detected by conventional antivirus. Since there are no standardized process of APT attack 

sequences, even though the general concept of APT attack sequences are quite similar, different antivirus  

companies defines APT attack sequences differently. Kaspersky believes that APT sequence starts by targeting key 

individuals and making them to perform an action, such as by clicking a link or running a file, through phishing that 

would compromise the host that the target uses. Afterwards, the adversaries start to use a number of other 

sophisticated Trojans, worms, and other malware to establish multiple backdoor that will remains on the desktop 

and servers indefinitely.  

Symantec (Symantec, 2011) and Trend Micro (Trend Micro, 2013), I believe, describe the Advance Persistent 

Threat very well in a detailed white paper. According to these two large security companies, the attack sequence 

of APT can be as follows: 

1. Intelligence gathering/reconnaissance 

First, the adversaries perform an intelligence gathering and define their target 

individual/employee. In this first phase, they are making themselves familiar with the target 

systems, processes and people. 

2. Point of Entry/Incursion 

Once enough intelligence gathered, the adversaries design their point of entry to the target by 

using social engineering or zero day vulnerabilities. In the case of RSA intrusion in 2011, Trend 

Micro noted that Adobe Flash zero-day vulnerability was used to install Poison Ivy RAT.  

3. Stabilized foothold and establishing Command & Control Communication 

After gaining access to the system however, Trend Micro believes that a successful attack should 

immediately establish connection to the adversaries' command and control (C&C) servers for 

further instructions. The significant of C&C is to support the subsequent phase to attack and 

establish long-term access. Meanwhile, Symantec focuses more on gathering internal intelligence 

and scans for confidential data which is to find more details about the compromised host. 

4. Lateral movement and privilege escalation 

After exploiting the data on the point of entry host, the attacker typically would perform a lateral 

movement, increasing its privilege, and acquire strategic information to compromise and capture 

other hosts.  

5. Data Exfiltration 

In the final stage of the attack, data of interest are gathered and then funneled to a "staging 

server" where it is chunked, compressed, and often encrypted for transmission to external 

locations.  

 

Due to its versatility, RAT malware can be used at any point from 2 to 5 in the above attack sequences. GFI 

software warns that RAT gives the attacker complete access to someone's machine and therefore full access to 

files, private conversations, or any other data on this machine (GFI Software, 2011).  

One of a very well-known APT incidents occurred in 2011 which targeted RSA Security, who is known with 

its two factor authentication token product. As noted in the disclosure from RSA, the anatomy of the incident is 

similar to the attack sequence described above. The attacker took advantages of a zero day vulnerabilities found in 

Adobe Flash that would be injected automatically when a user open an excel spreadsheet named as "2011 

Recruitment Plan.xls". The file was sent by email, but only to two small groups of employees who are not high 

profile targets. Once their machine is compromised, it's easy for the attacker to use RAT (Poison Ivy was used at 

the time), steadily stabilize their foothold in RSA network, elevate their access, and finally discover the important 

data (RSA FraudAction Research Labs, 2011). As the consequences of the attack, the code generation algorithm for 

RSA was compromised and resulting in another attempt of cyber-attack to a different high profile target, Lockheed 

Martin. 

At the time of RSA incident, Poison Ivy was not a new RAT. While it make senses for a new unknown RAT to 

be undetected by an antivirus software, it does not means that we would be secure from a known RAT like Poison 
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Ivy. RAT can be encrypted which would bypass our antivirus software. In one of its threat advisory, Fidelis Security 

highlights that "despite no longer being supported by its author [since 2012], DarkComet [another type of RATs] 

remains active in the wild. Its feature-rich tool sets make it an attractive RAT for hostile actors seeking to gain 

unauthorized access into the target systems, enabling them to completely control the victim" (Fidelis 

Cybersecurity, 2015). Due to these reasons, RATs are attractive to various groups of hostile actors, including script 

kiddies, cyber espionage, cyber criminals, and even government who uses them to gain unauthorized access to 

unsuspecting users. Many of the Remote access Trojans are provided for free, and include feature-rich capabilities 

such as, file transfer, keylogger, audio recording, and even the capability of controlling the victim's webcam. 

Despite the advantages that RAT provides, this does not means that RATs are invincible. Breen (Breen, 

2015) claims that in defence point of view, RATs infection can be detected from: 

• Network: such as the from the host and port, 

• Indicator of Compromise: files and registry keys, or 

• Intelligence: such as passwords and campaign IDs. 

Since the RATs are connecting to our computer Breen also believes we are also capable to perform an 

offensive counter-attack by discovering the binary such as the host, port, default password, and FTP credentials, as 

well as web-discovery through Shodan for port, banners, nmap script, and perform mass scans for banners. Using 

the appropriate techniques and script, he demonstrated the capability of downloading a file from the attacker 

machine and also the possibility of performing a Denial of Service attack to the attacker that can cause him to lose 

all his/her slaves computers. 

Since GFI software, Kaspersky, Trend Micro, and Symantec are selling their own security product, these 

companies white papers tend to bias and attempt to persuade the reader for their antivirus / antimalware/security 

product. Although their product may work and help in mitigating the risk of RAT/APT, Saarinen highlights that 

standard information security best practices, such as firewalls, antivirus  software, vulnerability scans, and keeping 

system up-to-date, are not adequate in addressing Advance Persistent Threat (Saarinen, 2013). Almeshekah and 

Spafford suggested the implementation and integration of deception into Computer Security Defenses (Spafford, 

2014). On the other hand, Binde, McRee and O'Connor (Beth E. Binde, 2011) highlights the capability of assessing 

outbound traffic to uncover APT. 

Purpose of the Study 

Based on the literature review and studies that have been done, RATs remain as an attractive tools for all 

hostile actors and adversaries to gain unauthorized access and data from their target computer, especially in an 

Advance Persistent Threat. For this reason, the study would dissect the capabilities and functionalities of a RAT, its 

behaviour, and countermeasure by performing an in-depth analysis of RAT using forensic tools. The following are 

the primary purpose of the study: 

• To examine Remote Access Trojan role in Advance Persistent Threat, 

• to dissect and analyze the capabilities and features of Remote Access Trojan, and  

• to propose technical approaches to mitigate the risk of Remote Access Trojan in a targeted attack. 

Research Questions 

Upon completion of the research and experiments, we are hoping to have better understanding of RAT and 

APT and would like to be able to answer the following questions: 

1. How vulnerable are typical machines for APT and/or RAT technologies?  

2. How APT propagates in a network and how does it persists after the point of entry was detected?  

3. How do you detect and mitigate risk of APT and/or RAT? 

Significance of the Study 

Due to the increase of targeted attacks in the recent years, the study would provide the readers with 

understanding of the danger of Advance Persistent Threat and the threat of Remote Access Trojans. The threat is 

real. There is no such thing as our company is not big enough to be targeted or I am not a high profile user so 

would I not be targeted. Looking back at RSA incident, for example, the initial targets were not high profile. As long 
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as the hostile actors are able to compromise a single host, then spreading to the rest of the machines would be 

just a matter of time. In the study we hope to achieve: 

• understanding the hostile actors typical processes or attack sequences in APT, 

• understanding RATs capabilities to infect hosts, how it propagates, and how it is becoming 

undetectable, 

• understanding the role of RAT as an arsenal in an Advance Persistent Threat, and 

• building a stronger defence and countermeasure against APT and mitigate the risk of RAT. 

 

With the information gathered from the study, I am hopeful that the information presented can benefits 

System and Network Administrators to be aware of potential Advance Persistent Threat and what can be done to 

mitigate the risk. It is not a matter of "if" our network is attacked, but rather a question of "when". 

Design and Methodology 

Lab Setup Equipment 

This part will cover the general setup of Luminosity Link RAT and highlights the hardware and software that 

were used in this lab. The lab environment was setup on two virtual machines that was built on a single host 

machine. VMware workstation 10.0.3 build-1895310 is used on the host Operating Systems as the virtualization 

software. The first virtual machine is to simulate the attacker machine and is referred as adversary or attacker’s 

machine. The second is to simulate victim's computer thus referred as target's machine. Having both virtual 

machines on a single hardware host machine, unfortunately, causes serious limitation in the network traffic 

analysis as we will discover later. As there is only one host machine, there is only one single virtual network 

adapter that were used between the attacker virtual machine and victim virtual machine; which will cause network 

analysis of the victim's virtual machine would also contains the attacker’s network traffic causing the analysis to be 

unreliable.  

As for the setup of the virtual machine, it is recommended that each virtual machine would be provisioned 

with 4 GB of RAM each. Fully patched up to January 3, 2016, of Windows 7 SP1 Operating Systems were used for 

both virtual machine. Furthermore, a modem that is connected to the Internet and a configurable router would be 

necessary as well. The router must have the capability to reserve static IP address to specific machine and also 

capable of port forwarding. In the test lab, Linksys E1200 wireless N-Router were used. For this research, the stock 

firmware of the router had been overwritten with open source firmware DD-WRT v24 to provide greater control in 

addition to have the capability to reserve IP addresses and port forwarding. The guide for port forwarding and 

router configuration is not within the scope of this paper.  

Aside from the hardware, there are numerous software used on both virtual machines. Realistically 

speaking, all the software in the target machine are optional. With the exception of the Remote Access Trojan 

client that the victim must run, the rest of the software are used for analysis and experimental research only. The 

complete list of the software are as follow: 

 

Software (Adversary/Attacker) Software (Target) 

Type Name Type Name 

Remote Access Trojan Luminosity Link 1.4.2 Remote Access Trojan Luminosity Link 1.4.2 

Virtual Private 

Network (VPN) 

Private Internet Access 

v.56 

Antivirus Avira Antivirus  

Crypter Diverse Basic 1.0 Antivirus Bitdefender 2016 

  Firewall Windows Firewall 

  Network Analysis Tools Wireshark v. 2.0.1 

  Rootkit Detector gmer 

  Processes Analysis Process Monitor 

  Registry Analysis Registry Editor, regshot, 

Notepad ++ 

  Virtual Private Network (VPN) 

*optional* 

Private Internet Access 

v.56 
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Attacker Virtual Machine Setup 

There are three important applications that needs to be installed on the attacker’s virtual machine: the 

Virtual Private Network, the RAT server which is Luminosity Link, and the crypter. Luminosity Link would also have 

two requirements to be able to functions correctly which is to set up public DNS, which allow the clients to link to 

the attacker's IP address, and second is to set up port forwarding on the local router so that the router able to 

route the RAT traffic to the attacker's virtual machine. 

Virtual Private Network 

First, Virtual Private Network (VPN) client must be installed. VPN client is in fact not a mandatory software, 

but to simulate network traffic going through the Internet, instead of locally, VPN client should be used. 

Furthermore, in the real world, seasoned hacker would never fail to use VPN prior to the attack. Should the 

attacker did not use VPN, the attacker may leave behind connections logs or important information that may lead 

law enforcement to trace back to his/her IP address. For this lab, VPN service from Private Internet Access were 

used. It is an easy to use VPN client that would allow provide the user with anonymity with any activities online. 

Furthermore, Private Internet Access does not keep any VPN logs which makes it to be impossible to reveal its 

users activity even if it requested by police through court order.  This makes it to be a lucrative choice by attacker 

to hide their identity.  

The procedure to get a VPN client is not part of this paper, however the process should be very straight 

forward. Since Private Internet Access is a premium service, you would have to pay subscription on monthly or 

yearly basis. Of course there are other free VPN services, as well. However, for VPN it is best to be dealing with an 

actual trustworthy company rather less known free VPN client as they may not offer the protection that you were 

looking for. Once you are connected to VPN, simply go to whatismyipaddress.com to confirm that your IP address 

has indeed changed. On our lab below, Screenshot 1-1 shows the IP address that were provisioned to the 

attacker’s machine. 

 

Screenshot 1-1: Attacker's virtual machine IP address as provisioned by Private Internet Access 

Domain Name System 

DNS, also known as Domain Name System, refers to the link that translates domain names to an IP address 

for the purpose of locating Internet resources. By utilizing DNS, the adversary will be able to update their VPN IP 

address in the DNS easily without losing the existing slave machines. If DNS is not setup, should the VPN client 

provides the attacker with different IP address, it would not be possible for the adversary to maintain connection 

with their existing slave as the current slave would be looking for the old IP address instead, which will cause the 

traffic to be routed elsewhere. 

For this purpose, we will set up an account at https://freedns.afraid.org/signup. After completing the 

registration, click "subdomains" on the left hand side navigation menu. Add a new subdomain, and it is free to 

choose any available domain. For this purpose, "luminosityDemo" subdomain and "mooo.com" domain were used. 
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The destination IP should be the IP address that is provisioned by VPN. Should the VPN address changes, the 

destination IP should be changed as well. Screenshot 1-2 shows the completed form example. 

 

Screenshot 1-2: Completed form of DNS setup 

Port Forwarding and Reserve IP Address 

The guidelines on this section will vary depending the router and firmware that are being used in the lab, 

thus detailed setup would not be written. However, the general idea of the setup should be the same for any 

router. First, port forwarding setup is required for your router to be able finding the Luminosity Link server on your 

local network. Luminosity Link by default is using port 6318, when the router receives traffic on this port, it must 

know where to forward the traffic to, otherwise the attack would fails as the traffic would not be routed back to 

the adversary's host.  Screenshot 1-3 shows that the router will route any traffic (TCP and UDP) on port 6318 to IP 

address 192.168.1.105. 

 

Screenshot 1-3: Port forwarding set up for port 6318 

Furthermore, if the router provision dynamic IP address, the Luminosity server IP address may changes as 

well from time to time, which will cause another requirement to change the port forwarding rules. To prevent this, 

we should reserve the IP address for Luminosity server with static leases. Screenshot 1-4 shows that local IP 

address 192.168.1.105 is reserved for machine with MAC address 00:0C:29:3B:66:15. 
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Screenshot 1-4: IP Address static lease for 192.168.1.105 

Luminosity Link 

Once the able preparation are done, it is time to start installing Luminosity Link. Luminosity Link is a 

premium RAT, but it is a RAT with an extensive features and functionalities. As this is not a free RAT, the analysis 

for this RAT is not widely available which making it to be more lucrative in comparison to other free to download 

RATs. Once the RAT is purchased, the developer would send us an email that contains serial key and download 

instructions as shown on Screenshot 1-5. 

 

Screenshot 1-5: Email from Luminosity Link and the executable launcher 

Once the launcher opens, we need to prepare for the setup. Go to "Server Management", and then enter 

the DNS/IP information based on the DNS that had been setup previously and other configurations as required. For 

this research, "Anti-VM" should be unchecked as the target machine would be a virtual machine. Note that the 

default port used is port 6318. See Screenshot 1-6 for the complete setup. Once the setup is finalized, we can go 

ahead and click "Build Client Binary". This will prepare the binary that have to be run on the target machine.  
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Screenshot 1-6: Server Management Lab setup for Luminosity Link Demo 

Afterwards, select "Port Management" from the bottom of the screens, where you will be brought to the 

port setup. Ensure that the port that you are using is listed here and the DNS is correct. Afterwards, press test and 

it should return a success message as shown in Screenshot 1-7. 
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Screenshot 1-7: Port management success message 

Once this test is working, this should conclude the setup of Luminosity Link. The next step is to encrypt the 

payload so that it will not be detected by antivirus and trigger an alarm to the user. 

Diverse Basic 

Crypter, as its name implies, is used to encrypt a file by making it to be unreadable by regular user without 

decrypting it first. For this purpose, the crypter, Diverse Basic, is being used to hide the payload/Luminosity client 

binary making the actual malicious code to be unreadable by antivirus software.  

To start crypting the payload, download and run Diverse Basic executable. In the "Main" selection, select 

the binary that needs to be encrypted, in this case it would be LumClient.exe which is the binary name that was 

used. Hover the mouse to the encryption key for random hash. The longer the mouse is being moved, the stronger 

the encryption will be. In the crypting section, select Managed (.NET) for File Type as Luminosity Link is based on 

.NET. See Screenshot 1-8 for the complete setup of Diverse Basic with Luminosity Link.  
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Screenshot 1-8: Diverse Basic Settings for Luminosity Link 

The crypted payload is referred as stub. Diverse basic also provide internal scanner that would scan the stub 

against most antivirus software and would show whether it will be detectable or not. For this test, Screenshot 1-9 

shows that the antivirus was unable to detect the payload within the stub as malicious thus the encryption is a 

success. 
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Screenshot 1-9: Shows the stub as clean 

Once the stub is setup, simply move the binary from the server and distribute it to the target machine(s). 

For this research, the client binary would be run manually on the target virtual machine. In the actual Advanced 

Persistent Threat attack, however, attacker tends to trick the target to open specific application, visit certain 

website, download and run specific file, or achieving similar results through social engineering or very specific 

targeted attack. As an example, the client binary (i.e. the payload) can be attached to a legitimate software that 

users download from a crafted website and run. Once the application is run, the application continues to function 

thus it does not raise the user's suspicion, but at the same time it’s also running the payload in the background 

which will give the adversary access to the target machine. Masquerading the payload behind a legitimate 

software is also possible by using IExpress 2.0 (available by default on Windows 7), but it is not within the scope of 

this research. 

Target Virtual Machine Setup 

Generally, the actual target host machine do not have any specific requirements to run the stub. The idea is 

for the stub to be execute-able by as many clients as possible, after all. For our cases here however, antivirus and 

analysis software would need to be installed as it is required to find out more about the RAT behaviour. 

Antivirus Software & Firewall 

• Avira Antivirus: http://www.avira.com/en/avira-free-antivirus and  

Bitdefender 2016: http://www.bitdefender.com/ 

Avira and Bitdefender are two antivirus software that will be used to scan the payload and stub. It will be 

a test to verify whether the two antivirus software would be able to detect the RAT. 

• Windows Firewall: Available by default on Windows Operating System 

Windows Firewall is a firewall application that is used to block specific port/application to run. If a firewall 

rule in place, we will verify whether Luminosity Link able to connect to the adversary’s machine. 

Analysis Software 

• Wireshark: https://www.wireshark.org/ 

Wireshark is a network analysis tools that would scan the traffic that is going through specific network 

interface card. It is a very powerful tools for network analysis.  

• gmer: http://www.gmer.net/ 

Gmer is a rootkit detector software that is able to highlights suspicious/malicious file and flag them to the 

user's attention.  

• Process Monitor: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/processmonitor.aspx 

Process Monitor or Procmon is an analysis software that would show every interactions that is being done 

to the computer, including registry access, file/folder access, and granted/denied access to specific files. It 

is a very powerful tools for analyzing on how a specific application works. 
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• Regshot: http://sourceforge.net/projects/regshot/ 

Registry shot able to capture registry at different time frame and highlights the difference between them. 

• Notepad++: https://notepad-plus-plus.org/ 

Notepad++ is a text editor software and useful to compare file differences and analysis.  

Luminosity Link Features 

Once the target computer is compromised, the attacker will be able to perform numerous activities on the 

compromised machine. Most of them are very straight forward and easy to use, which makes Luminosity Link RAT 

a very attractive program. This section would cover some of the features that are available in Luminosity Link. 

Remote Desktop/Remote Viewer and Client Info Grabber 

As the name implies, Remote Desktop Viewer is a monitoring and remote access tools. It is able to show 

what the target is doing without the target’s knowledge. Adversaries would also be able to control the user's 

keyboard and mouse as necessary as shown in Screenshot 2-1. 

 

Screenshot 2-1: Remove viewer with keyboard and mouse access 

Furthermore, adversary would also able to grab the client information once the machine is compromised. 

The client information can provide an overview about Operating System, location of the RAT executable on the 

client, download executable, antivirus, CPU, GPU, and so on as shown in Screenshot 2-2. This is a good method in 

knowing basic information about the client to decide the on the next step. 
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Screenshot 2-2: Client Info Grabber of Luminosity Link 

System Functions 

Luminosity Link Rat is also capable to perform regular activities on the target machine that may limit or 

disrupt the user's activities. This system functions includes shutdown, hibernate, or reboot computer, log off user, 

turn monitor(s) on or off, eject disk tray, enable or disable command prompt, registry editor, keyboard/mouse, or 

task manager, and even deleting restore points as shown on Screenshot 2-3.  

Furthermore, this system functions also able to play sound from text to speech to the target machine, and 

as well as sending shell command. As example, sending the "taskkill /f/im chrome.exe" would immediately close 

Google Chrome on the target machine. 
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Screenshot 2-3: System Functions feature of Luminosity Link 

Key Logger and Smart Key Logger 

Key logger feature which is turned on by default upon installation on the client machine would allow the 

adversary to capture everything that is typed to the user's keyboard. This can be useful, but as people typically 

types a lot throughout the day, there may be too much information that may not needed by the adversary. Smart 

keylogger is similar to key logger but it would store the key strokes that are entered only at a specific window's 

title. For example, windows that is titled as "sign in, login, log in, scotiabank" and so on. If key strokes are entered 

on one of these windows, Luminosity Link will store it in the log, otherwise it wouldn't which will help in filtering 

information for the attacker. Screenshot 2-4 shows an overview of the Smart Key Logger feature. 
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Screenshot 2-4: Smart Key Logger interface and results of password capture 

File Search 

The File search feature provides easy access for the attacker to automatically scan and download files of 

interest. This can be password files, system files, database files, or any other files that may be useful as long as the 

attacker knows what the full or partial filename of the files of interest are. In the test, "test.txt" file was created 

and Luminosity Link successfully recovered the file to the attacker machine as shown in the Screenshot 2-5. 

 

Screenshot 2-5: File Search to obtain file of interest 

Website Redirection and Website Visit 

Website redirection would allow the attacker to corrupt the user's host file and redirect user’s query for a 

website and redirect it to a different website instead. As an example, this host editor as shown on screenshot 2-6 

would redirect any query request for facebook.com to be redirected to fraud.com instead. Typically, attacker 

would redirect the user to a crafted website that have similar name, design, and functionalities to the original. This 
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kind of attack is useful to grab users accounts password or in tricking the user to download malicious application 

and have them to run or install it on their computer. 

 

Screenshot 2-6: Host Editor of Luminosity Link  

Furthermore, attacker can also send command to the compromised machine to visit specific website as 

shown on Screenshot 2-7. Perhaps constantly changing site that announce to the user that their machine is 

compromised. This is often used by ransomware, where the attacker would encrypt user data and demand money 

to be sent to specific account to obtain the decryption key. It is something that can easily be done with Luminosity 

Link but an APT adversary that target specific corporation may not be interested in ransomware, instead they 

typically would be more interested in staying unnoticeable and continuously gather information such as trade 

secrets, projects in development, or other sensitive data that can be used to attack another company (i.e. similar 

to the RSA attack) or for other purposes. 

This feature can also be run in the background to open a site without showing it to the user on the screen. 

Therefore, the adversary can have the target machine to visit a link which contains direct download file, such as 

other Trojans, worms, or other useful toolkit for the adversary. Thus, this can be easily used as well to improve the 

foothold of the attacker on the target machine. 

 

Screenshot 2-7: Website visit command to the target machine 

Proactive Anti-Malware 

Proactive Anti-Malware feature of Luminosity Link will allow the attacker to create a custom blacklisted 

processes and programs that is not allowed to run on the target machine as shown on Screenshot 2-8. This can be 

antivirus programs, process monitoring applications, network analysis applications, and so on that may alert the 

user that their machine is compromised. By running this Proactive Anti-Malware, Luminosity Link will prevent and 

terminate these antivirus programs and processes, which will leave the victim machine unprotected.  
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Screenshot 2-8: Anti-Malware feature that will blacklist process and program on the compromised machine 

File Guard 

To create a backdoor in case Luminosity Link was discovered and removed, a secondary point of entry may 

need to be created. In Advanced Persistent Threat, it is unrealistic to only rely on one RAT. If the RAT is discovered 

and terminated, all the work that had been done will be for nothing. Further attack are typically setup or 

automatically run, perhaps using malware that is more unlikely to be detectable than the actual RAT that was used 

to get the first point of entry. Since the first point of entry had been obtained, installing a few more malware on 

the target machine would be much easier.  

One of the features that is available in Luminosity Link is File Guard that would allow Luminosity Link to 

automatically download and execute a file as shown at Screenshot 2-9. This file would be protected on removal 

and would be executed at system boot. Luminosity Link itself would persist upon system is being rebooted, thus 

allowing the secondary backdoor to be run as well.  

 

Screenshot 2-9: File Guard allow attacker to ensure compromised machines to download and run different application(s) or script(s) 

Other Features 

There are also other features in Luminosity Link that will be invasions of people's privacy such as using 

Remote Webcam. This feature wasn't tested in the lab since the machine used is virtual machine thus no webcam 

is available. Luminosity Link also capable to perform a Denial of Service attack or mining virtual currency, which is 

known as crypto mining on the compromised machine(s). However, in APT, these two features are unlikely to be 
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used as they will consume resources and cause slow down to the end user which will likely cause the attack to be 

discovered.  

Other noteworthy feature of Luminosity Link is that it is capable to automatically set up the client to run 

automatic command such as download and running specific application (i.e. other viruses and backdoor), visiting 

specific website, run malware cleaner, and so on, upon client joined as shown at Screenshot 2-10. This will be 

especially helpful when the adversary is performing a wide-scaled attack that target many different computers. As 

Remote Access Trojan would require user’s interaction to be active, it would not be possible for the RAT alone to 

self-replicate to other machines in the network. However, it is possible for the adversary to use other tools and 

exploits to gain control of other systems in the network once the first machine had been controlled. After the point 

of entry had been established, gaining control of the other systems in the network would be substantially easier.  

 

Screenshot 2-10: Luminosity Link On-Join Command Feature 

Remote Access Trojan Analysis 

Wireshark 

Wireshark is an advanced network analysis tools that allows the analyst to investigate network traffic. 

Unfortunately in this limited lab environment, the Wireshark packet capture is tainted. Prior to the install of the 

RAT on the target machine, Wireshark was already setup and run. During this time, Wireshark which was running 

on the target machine captured traffic between 192.168.1.105 and the adversary’s VPN IP address at 

64.237.51.169, which shouldn't have occurred yet. Due to the fact that the adversary's virtual machine and target's 

virtual machine are hosted on a single host computer, Wireshark would analyze the virtual network adapter 

(VMware adapter) as a single NIC. In other words, any traffic between the router and the attacker's virtual 

machine would be visible and shown in the packet capture that is running in the target's machine. One of the 

easiest solutions for this limitation is to set up a secondary machine or another virtual machine on different host, 

which would run and act as the target machine.  
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Although, Wireshark packet capture is tainted, there are several interesting results that was able to be 

found in the packet capture. When the client binary is run on the target machine, it will attempt to probe the DNS 

as shown in the below screenshot 3-1. 

  

Screenshot 3-1: Wireshark capture for DNS query when payload was run 

After establishing the address from the DNS server, the client would perform a TCP three way handshake, 

initiated from a random port to port 6318, which is the Luminosity Link port that were setup during the server 

install. Afterwards, there are continuous TCP traffic between the server and the client going over port 6318 as 

shown in the screenshot 3-2. 

 

Screenshot 3-2: Wireshark capture between server (192.168.1.105/64.237.51.169) and target (192.168.1.144/209.95.50.44) 

To maintain communication between the attacker's machine and target's, continuous network traffic must 

be maintained periodically. As noticed on the capture screenshot above, there is constant communication on port 

6318 for PSH and ACK request. With the exceptions of remote access or legitimate monitoring applications, such as 

VNC, regular applications may not require this constant communications in the network traffic. Therefore, a 

carefully programmed traffic analysis in Intrusion Detection System that is able to analyze network packets that 

are being transmitted constantly over to one specific port (6318 in this example), may be able to detect RAT's 

activity, 

Fully Undetectable (FUD) 

During one of the set up step, the binary client was crypted using a crypter called Diverse Basic. Crypting 

essentially the process of securing the payload using encryption algorithm and convert it to a stub allowing it to be 

injected to memory when it is run. Diagram 3-3 shows the methods on how crypter works. First, we provide the 
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payload which on this case Luminosity Client. Afterwards, the crypter will encrypt the payload and attach it to a 

stub. The resulting stub would contains encrypted payload which, if it is run, it will be injected to the memory. 

 

Diagram 3-3: Crypter usage in encrypting the payload 

Diverse Basic has also been proven in this test to be capable of making the RAT to become fully 

undetectable (FUD). The following diagram 3-4 shows the difference of scan results from Avira and Bitdefender for 

prior and post encryption. 

 

Directory scan prior Encryption Directory scan post Encryption 

  
 

 
 

 

Diagram 3-4: Comparison chart between prior and post the RAT client is crypted 

According to Khan, the way that antivirus detects dangerous programs, such as RATs or viruses is by 

performing scan during scantime or runtime. The stub would be scantime detected if before the user run the stub, 

the antivirus would detect it or alternatively when a scan is being ran, the antivirus scan would found and marked 

the stub as threat. This can be caused by visible instructions or PE info such as assembly, cloned certificates, 

resource types, size, date created, size, icon or other unique identification in the stub that would trigger a red flag 
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to the antivirus. Since the RAT hasn't been run yet, this means that any type of RAT (e.g. Luminosity Link, Dark 

Comet, etc) would not make a difference whether a stub will be scantime detected or not as the file hasn't been 

run yet (Khan, 2015). The crypter, however, can make a difference whether a stub will be scantime detected or 

not. Off course, the option in crypting algorithm may make a difference in whether the crypter will be creating 

scantime detectable stub or scantime undetectable stub. Some crypter may also password protect the stub, 

causing the antivirus to be unable to scan them and marked the system as clean as shown in Screenshot 3-5.  

 

Screenshot 3-5: Password protected stub 

 

In his book Khan continues that a file can be runtime detected if only after the file (i.e. the stub) is ran, it 

triggers the antivirus program to block, quarantine, stop, or delete the program in question. Runtime detections is 

caused by behaviour, which means the method on how the stub acts and runs can prompt a runtime detection. As 

this would be determine by the payload's behaviour, the type of RAT that are being used will affect the result of 

runtime detection. Furthermore using overused settings in the RAT (e.g. rootkits) can most likely prompt for a 

detection during run time as shown in screenshot 3-6 where Gmer detected the net.exe file as suspicious. To avoid 

runtime detection, it is best to use as little options as possible in the RAT as it is easy to target the behaviour of 

widely used RAT, especially one that hasn't been updated or changed. On the other hand crypter such as Diversity 

Basic gets updated more frequently thus more reliable to avoid detections. Since Luminosity Link run in the 

memory, another method that will help to protect from some runtime detection is to use Anti Memory Scan. This 

crypter feature will deny access to the memory space where the RAT is running on causing it to be undetectable 

(Khan, 2015).  

 

 

Screenshot 3-6: Gmer mark the payload as suspicious 

As antivirus updated on a very regular basis, a stub that is FUD today would not means that it will stay that 

way forever. At some point, it may get detected by antivirus. There are multiple ways that it can get detected such 

as by scanning the stub with antivirus programs which transmit back the data to the antivirus company or by 

uploading the file to online virus scanner as virus total or jotti. These online virus scanner would provide data to 

the antivirus and anti-malware companies and may cause an undetected-able stub to be known and antivirus 

pattern will be updated which cause them to be detectable. 
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Process Monitor 

Process monitor shows the behavioural of each programs that are running on each computer. By analyzing 

the logs, it is possible to investigate the behaviour of the RAT client to a certain degree. Screenshot 3-7 shows the 

initial activity when the RAT client is run for the first time. At first, it is launching the RAT client (i.e. the encrypted 

stub) in the location where the it is located. 

 

Screenshot 3-7: Luminosity Link client run for the first time 

Afterwards, the RAT creates a process and masquerades as .NET process that is being run in 

AppData\Local\Temp\net.exe as shown in screenshot 3-8. To not arouse suspicion however, this file is saved under 

different name and does not have .exe extension as shown in process monitor. This process is ran and injected to 

the memory in the background thus not visible to the end user. This is the .NET process that would be utilizing 

.NET framework features in a Windows machine. 

 

Screenshot 3-8: Payload (.net) activity 

In the next point of interest, the process starts utilizing Microsoft .Net Framework to perform its functions. 

As Luminosity Link was coded in .NET, utilizing installed .NET is not surprising as shown in screenshot 3-9.  

 

Screenshot 3-9: The process ID is querying installed .NET framework on the target machine 

After maintaining its foothold, to maintain persistence, the RAT duplicates the payload and store it in a 

backup locations. This is to ensure its capability to restart remote access with the Trojan should the user decided 

to reboot the workstation which will remove the injected Trojan in the memory. Firstly, as shown in screenshot 3-

10, Luminosity Link duplicates the payload. However, copying the backup payload is useless if the user would not 

run it. Since RAT needs to be run in the background on the target machine, a new registry entry is added as shown 

in 3-11. This entry would cause the payload to be run automatically after the same user log back in to the 

computer. Meaning, should the user create new account and restart the workstation; logging in with the new 

account would not trigger the payload thus the target machine would be lost. 

 

Screenshot 3-10: Luminosity Link process duplicates its payload to ProgramData 
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Screenshot 3-11: The registry key is added to HKCU allowing the payload to be re-run should the machine restarted 

Should the registry entry is removed or the backup payload is deleted, restarting the machine would causes 

the RAT in memory to disappear thus freeing the machine. It does sounds simple, but without analysis tools and 

the time to perform the check that something is going on, the target machine's owner would never suspect that 

their machine is already compromised. The reason why Luminosity Link created the backup payload only for single 

user instead of all users is likely due to the permission issue. As the client was run without administrator access, 

Luminosity Client does not have admin privileges to modifying other registry. Of course there is a workaround 

which is by utilizing the elevate command in Luminosity server which were discussed in Luminosity Link features, 

and move the payload to the location that will be run by any users logged in to the machine instead. 

The RAT is a tool that can be used in Advance Persistent Threat attack. However, by no means it is the only 

tool that should be used. As can be seen with this analysis, the "persistent" capability of the RAT is fairly weak. 

Surely, it is hard to found unless the analyst using Process Monitor or other registry analysis software, but once it is 

found, the adversary would lose its means to access the client computer. Therefore, generally, attackers would 

plant another backdoor that can be accessed should the original vulnerability had been closed. 

Firewall 

Firewall is essentially a security application that is typically setup on either host machines or on network 

appliances to allow or deny specific traffic either inbound or outbound. There are numerous firewall applications 

from different vendors, but the base functionalities of each of them are quite similar, thus the stock based 

Windows firewall is used for this research as it is also the most commonly used host-based firewall. Typically 

Windows firewall can be configured and filtered through “Program” or through “Network Port”. Since Luminosity 

Link is a Remote Access Trojan and is run in memory, it is not listed under filterable program in Windows Firewall, 

therefore Firewall would not be able to block it by “program”. 

However, filtering through network port is possible as firewall can be set to block the network traffic on 

port 6318, which is the default port used by Luminosity Link. If the attacker, however, changed the default port to 

a different one, the firewall would allow the traffic and thus easily bypassed. There are some organizations that 

would block all inbound traffic, with the exception of several known ports (such as port 80/443) to protect 

themselves from malicious parties; however, this is not an efficient defence method either with the way that RAT 

works. Remote Access Trojan requires the victim to unknowingly perform some action that would trigger the RAT 

to be active. This can be opening an application, file, or perhaps by visiting a website. Since the user would actively 

trigger the communication, the traffic would go outbound instead of inbound. Therefore, the 

connections/communications is initiated by the client as can be seen in the three-way handshake analysis from 

Wireshark. As the client initiated the communications, firewall would allow the traffic to go through between the 

target and attacker machine as part of the same TCP stream. Since the activity is initiated by the target instead of 

the attacker, the traffic would not be blocked by firewall. Unlike inbound traffic, outbound traffic are not normally 

being blocked by firewall as it may greatly limit the user activity on the host. Therefore, since the user initiated the 

RAT communication with the attacker, regular firewall setup would not be able to protect user from RAT. 

In the lab environment where Luminosity Link was tested, port 6318 was used in the test. Blocking inbound 

traffic on port 6318 would not prevent the attacker to gain access of the victim's computer, however, blocking the 

outbound traffic on the same port will prevent or stop the attack. Off course, for this example blocking outbound 

traffic on port 6318 would suffice as RAT protection, but attacker can setup the RAT on other different port as well, 

which will definitely bypass the firewall.  
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Firewall is handy to block a known specific applications to run. It is also useful to prevent active intrusion 

from external network. However, for an unknown application that is run internally such as Luminosity Link RAT, 

firewall would serve little to no purpose at all in preventing the intrusion. In short, Firewall does do the job of 

preventing communications of RAT on specific ports. However, it is only useable in a static configuration and can 

be easily bypassed.  

Luminosity Link in Advance Persistent Threat 

My study has demonstrated how Remote Access Trojan can be used as entry points, reconnaissance, the 

possibility of gaining access to other machines in the target’s network, and also for the attack itself that may cause 

damage to the victim’s computer. With its extensive features and the ability for it to become fully undetectable 

through crypter, Luminosity Link is an attractive tools to be used by any type of malicious users from script kiddies 

to professional hacker. It is not necessary to achieve everything with Luminosity Link or other types of RAT. An 

adversary would use several tools in his/her disposal as relying on one tool only means that once it is discovered 

the attack would terminates. Luminosity Link can be used as an entry point as the adversaries need to do is to trick 

the user to run the client. Once the client is run it will be loaded on the target’s memory and immediately allow the 

attacker to access the target machine and expand their access by setting up another backdoors or by performing 

reconnaissance to decide on the next step.  

Luminosity Link is a very useful tool for reconnaissance purpose in APT. With its ability for Remote Viewer, 

Luminosity Link can look at the user’s behaviour, application and software that they use, or even remotely control 

the computer when the user is not at the desk. Furthermore, with the key logger feature, the attacker could easily 

steal the victim’s username and password. The file search feature will also be useful during reconnaissance to 

gather and download the files of interest as well. All these features, with the exception of remote control user’s 

desktop that came with Luminosity Link, are non-intrusive and very unlikely would trigger an alarm or suspicion to 

the end user in an actual APT. The other features meanwhile, such as anti-malware, disabling registry or command 

prompt, or website redirection may actually alarm knowledgeable end user and hinting that something is wrong. 

Although it is a risk to not disable antivirus, causing the antivirus to unable to run at all will trigger a red flag for the 

user and may cause the attack to be discovered immediately.  

Since Luminosity Link is running in the background, it will be difficult for regular user to find out about its 

existence in regular computer without careful analysis. However, a quick scan in the registry for Windows start up 

file may hinted a more experienced user about the compromise. Since the aim for APT is to stay as long as possible 

and go slowly to gather information, it is possible that some APT adversaries would prefer to uninstall Luminosity 

Link client on the target computer once the secondary back door that is more concealed had been setup to reduce 

their footprint. Furthermore, it is important to note as well that most APT adversaries are typically politically or 

economically motivated. They may be stated sponsored as well, and thus are capable of sustaining long-term 

campaign against the intended targets. Once an adversary is able to enter a machine in an environment, within a 

short amount of time, it will be very likely that several other machines will be compromised as well. Unlike worm, 

however, Remote Access Trojans would not be capable to self-replicate in the network and requires user’s 

interaction to become active. Thus the spreading of RAT in a network must be done manually. Off course, it is 

possible for the adversaries to utilize other attack tools such as worms that would have self-replication capability. 

The actual Advance Persistent Threat would be unlikely to just use a single attack tool after all.  

Recommendation 

Having done this research, we can be assured that as long as we are connected to the Internet, that it is not 

possible to protect our machine from 100% the attack. With the variance of vulnerabilities that are discovered 

regularly on the Operating System, all the websites that we visit, the applications that we install and use, 

vulnerabilities in the applications, or user carelessness, there are too much variables and attack surfaces that can 

be taken advantages off by APT adversaries. Furthermore, with busy Systems Administrators and regular security 

updates and patches that were released, it is very easy to be running behind of these security updates, thus 

making the systems to become easier targets for the adversaries. As we have seen in the analysis earlier, our 

antivirus is inadequate and will simply give regular users a false sense of security.  
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To improve our chances against malicious attack, first we have to reduce the attack surface that can be 

taken advantages of. In a large environment where hundreds or thousands computers and servers exist, the attack 

surface that can be taken advantages of is humongous. Especially when all these computers are connected to the 

Internet and have their own custom applications installed on each of them. It will be consuming a lot of 

Technology resources to manage and maintain this environment which would not be scalable. To minimize this 

attack surface, a centralized Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) may be one of the possible solutions that can be 

implemented for businesses. VDI is essentially the process of running a user desktop inside a virtual machine that 

is running on a server. The primary purpose of this is to provide mobility and centralized management, but on the 

other hand it would also provide more manageable security. In this paper, a possible solution by using Citrix 

XenDesktop architecture will be briefly discussed. Citrix is one of the companies that is providing VDI solution for 

Enterprises allowing manageable infrastructure and security. Diagram 4-1 shows one possible network topology 

setup with Citrix XenDesktop. This image is a courtesy from Citrix blog for implementation of Wide Area Network 

Emulator (WANem). For our purpose, we will only focus on the top part of the diagram. 

 

Diagram 4-1: Citrix Example Network Topology 

Source: https://www.citrix.com/blogs/2015/07/06/ingmarverheij-setting-up-a-persistent-wan-emulator/demo-virtual-network-topology-2/ 

In the diagram, user Desktop would be connected through Citrix Receiver to obtain a virtualized desktop 

(Citrix XenDesktop) which will access the router in DMZ and finally to the Internet. In other words, the local 

Desktop workstation in Local Area Network would not have Internet access thus are not susceptible to APT attack. 

All applications, Internet access, e-mail access, are provided through the servers, which will allow System 

Administrators to focus on protecting these servers instead of the local Desktop workstations. Citrix is not the only 

company that provides VDI solution. The diagram above is only used to illustrate possible methods to minimize 

possible attack surface. 

Once the attack surface is minimized, we can focus on protecting the systems infrastructure with regular 

security updates and antivirus protection. Off course, this will not be enough. A highly secured perimeter control in 

the environment should also be implemented, such as closing unused port through firewall, blocking ports that are 

known to be used by malware, and staggering the environment to multiple virtual Local Area Network to ensure 

critical servers would not be visible to the outside world. Furthermore, Intrusion Detection System/ Intrusion 

Prevention System (IDS/IPS) should also be implemented to monitor the network traffic and endpoints, which have 

connectivity to the Internet, for signs of malicious activity. These quick detections would be last line of defence 

should other defence mechanism fails. EMC, for example, provides several cyber security products that functions 

as a configurable network appliances, such as RSA Security Analytics which will enable real-time collection, filtering 

and analysis of network packet and log data.  

Lastly, end user training also has a very important role in preventing an APT attack. As shown in the 

Luminosity Link setup earlier, the RAT would not do any harm to the target as long as the user does not run it in 

the first place. Users would need to be educated and informed to be careful in downloading or running suspicious 

files that are received through the Internet or email, even from a known acquaintance or co-worker as they can be 

easily spoofed by the APT adversaries.  
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Conclusion 

Luminosity Link is a persistent, stealthy, and feature-rich Remote Access Trojan. The friendly Graphical User 

Interface of the software helps the adversaries in easily performing systems reconnaissance, stealing username 

and passwords, transferring files, or installing a backdoor. Luminosity Link is an ideal tool to create the first point of 

entry for the adversary to the environment. As Luminosity Link is run in memory on the user profile, should the 

user restarted the machine without log back in, Luminosity Link connection to the adversary would be terminated. 

However, once the user log in to the compromised machine, Windows will automatically run the file that would re-

launch Luminosity Link as shown in the registry. Therefore it will cause the compromised machine to re-connect to 

the adversary machine in the background. 

Luminosity Link or other Remote Access Trojan is a useful tool that can be used by APT adversary or even by 

other malicious attacker to infiltrate other systems illegitimately. Due to the stealthy nature of RAT, it is very 

unlikely that regular users would be aware if their systems had been infiltrated. Furthermore, due to the crypter's 

functionalities, a fully updated antivirus software may still fail in detecting the malware. However, having an 

outdated antivirus security definition would definitely cause much higher security risk. Most antivirus are updated 

daily, thus it is possible that a RAT that wasn't detected today will become detected tomorrow by the same 

antivirus. 

To mitigate the risk of an APT attack, it is important to reduce the attack surface that APT adversaries can 

take advantages off. Reducing the attack surface by using Virtual Desktop Infrastructure is one of the 

recommended methods to limit the attack route. Monitoring network packets through IDS/IPS would also be 

required to analyze signature that may constitute to an attack. Should an attack took place and discovered, in 

remediation of an APT intrusion, it is very important for the party who responds to the incident to ensure that they 

have identified all of the malware deployed by the adversary, as typically APT adversaries will be likely to try to re-

enter the environment. Most of APT attacks usually consists of a team that may be politically or economically 

motivated, highly skilled, or perhaps government sponsored. Therefore they are usually capable of sustaining long-

term campaigns against their intended target and are likely to attempt to re-enter the environment.  

Disclaimer and Limitations 

There are some limitations in this research. In the statistical aspect, due to the stealthy nature of RAT, it is 

practically impossible to obtain an accurate data of RATs infections as most impacted users may not have known 

that their machines are compromised. Furthermore, the statistics that were released from security companies 

would not be accurate as well as this only covers their own customers. Unfortunately, even after evidence of 

compromise were found in an organization, some organizations would avoid getting law enforcement involved to 

protect their image and integrity with their customers, thus many attacks are actually not publicly known. Off 

course, even for an attack that was discovered by the victims, the victims are usually more concerned in protecting 

their data, prevent further loses, and recover from downtime as soon as possible. This means that involving law 

enforcement and attempt to catch the culprit may delay the recovery. Due to these reasons, accurate data of APT 

and RAT incidents are obscure, thus it is not possible to draw a definite conclusion for statistics of RAT and APT 

incidents throughout the world. 

This study focuses on a known RAT that are publicly available to conduct the experiment on its behaviour 

and functionalities. Due to the nature of the study, all experiments were done in a controlled lab environment. 

Therefore, it does not fully reconstruct an actual APT attack which would target victims over the Internet that may 

be protected behind a hardened network firewall and other IDS/IPS or other systems to prevent APT attack.  

Additionally, the study would not include the discussion of social engineering which remains as one of the most 

effective methods in establishing the first point of compromise. Since this is a controlled research, reconnaissance 

and intelligence gathering were not required. 

The purpose of this study is for education purpose only. Any kind of activity that are performed in this paper 

are done using virtual machines and no other users or organizations are impacted by this study. Please keep in 

mind that RATs behaviour varies from one to the other causing any kinds of defence may protect the user from 

one RAT but not the others.   
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Suggestions for Further Studies 

As this study is done in a very limited virtual environment, the test of Wireshark network analysis is not 

accurate. In the future studies, it will be important to separate the target’s machine and the adversary’s machine 

on different hardware to obtain a more useful Wireshark packet capture. Furthermore, analysis with an actual 

Intrusion Detection System/Intrusion Prevention System would be necessary as well. With a well programmed 

IDS/IPS, it is possible that the signature of Luminosity Link is detected and thus causing the user to be notified 

when the attack started. Unfortunately, due to time constrain, IDS/IPS systems were not setup or tested in this 

study. 
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Appendix A - Glossary 

Advance Persistent Threat (APT) 

A type of targeted cyber-attack in which an unauthorized person or group of people gains access to a 

network and stay for a long period of time to continuously collect and retrieve sensitive data or 

information. They would usually stay low and slow in order to avoid detection, instead of the usual tactics 

of grab sensitive data as soon as possible and leave. 

 

Crypto-Currency  

A digital currency that operates independently from bank worldwide and being used as medium of 

exchange to secure online transactions. Cryptography are used for the creation (known as crypto currency 

mining) as well as to secure the transactions. 

 

Encryption  

The process of protecting data or information in the form that only the authorized party or the intended 

recipients can access or read it. Other users or applications would not be able to read the data without the 

encryption key. 

 

Indicator of Compromise (IOC) 

An indication or clue that can be found on the compromised machine which will help to conclude that the 

machine is compromised, for example: files (dll or executables), logs history, or network traffic.  

 

IExpress 2.0 

A program or a wizard developed by Microsoft to create a self-extracting installation package. It has the 

capability to add a payload to an executable by repackaging them. 

 

Malware 

An intrusive software that is used maliciously by hostile actors to gain access, steal, damage the target 

computer. There are many varieties of malware such as: computer viruses, worms, Trojans, ransomware, 

adware, or spyware. 

 

Payload 

 The actual data of the RAT that is transmitted to the client machine which is used by the adversary to gain 

access of the target machine. 

 

Phishing 

An attempt to compromise a host or acquiring sensitive information by masquerading as a trustworthy 

entity. Usually this is done through email and fake website that is aesthetically similar to the original one.  

 

Remote Access Trojan (RAT) 

A type of malware or malicious tool that is used to gain complete control of another machine without the 

owner permission or knowledge. This tool is very stealthy in nature and usually comes with wide varieties of 

functionalities. 

 

Rootkit 

An application or collection of applications that are designed to elevate the user access or permission; 

which allowing them to access any files, system files, directories, or other functionalities for specific 

purpose that they are not normally able to access or do with regular permission. 

 

Social Engineering 

A type of intrusion methods that malicious party use which would involve in tricking people into breaking 

normal security procedure. Social engineering focuses heavily on human interaction and communication, 

which is often done through the phone.  


